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Law School Casebooks
A number of recent legal casebooks have been among
the publications of U-M law faculty members. The ones
reviewed here are:
• Banking Law Teaching Materials, by U-M law Prof.
James J. White.
• The Lawyer as a Negotiator, by Prof. James J. White
and Prof. Harry T. Edwards of Harvard Law School.
• A Modern Approach to Evidence, by U-M law Prof.
Richard Lempert and Prof. Stephen Saltzburg of the
University of Virginia Law School.
• Basic Uniform Commercial Code Teaching
Materials, by U-M law Prof. James A. Martin and Prof.
David G. Epstein of the University of Texas Law School.
• Conflicts of Law and Other lFlterstate Problems, by
Prof. James A. Martin.

James J. White

• In Banking Law, U-M law Prof. James J. White has
designed a text for an eclectic banking law course, drawing together in one forum some materials that might be
touched upon in courses on enterprise organization, corporations, commercial transactions, antitrust, administrative procedure, or bankruptcy. Such a course,
while perhaps not being well suited to the needs of every
lawyer, should nevertheless perform the integrating
function for the commercial law curriculum that estate
planning performs for the property and tax law curriculum. Topics dealt with in the casebook include the
general regulation of banking, bank holding companies,
the formation of branches and banks, the failure of
banks, commercial paper and electronic funds transfer,
and the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation.
A particular aim of the book is to acquaint the student
or practitioner with the structure and location of federal
banking statutes and regulations, and the powers and
functions of federal agencies. The book also raises and
considers broader questions of financial policy and law,
highlighting testimony about Congressional control over
the Federal Reserve, the development of the NOW ac14

count in Massachusetts, the Patman Report on large bank
trusts and their influence, and material on the appropriate role of insurance and regulation.
• The Lawyer as a Negotiator, by U-M law Prof. James J.
White and Prof. Harry T. Edwards of Harvard Law
School, devoted to the skills a lawyer must use outside
the courtroom, is not typically filled with case law.
Rather, the 484-page book is a collection of readings
which can be of intellectual and practical use not only-to
law students but also to lawyers who wish to add to their
negotiating skills without the assistance of a formal
course . Topics covered by the chapters include
theoretical models of negotiation, techniques and their
effective use, verbal and psychological communication,
lawsuit settlement. collective bargaining, and cultural
aspects (such as race , sex, and nationality] of whose subtle impact a negotiator must be aware. The authors in
their preface call special attention to the chapter on
ethical considerations and raise the difficulty of "drawing the line between permissible puffing and impermissible lying in negotiating contexts." Prof. Edwards,
formerly of the U-M and now at Harvard, and Prof.
White, have attempted to collect and comment upon
some of the most significant works thus far produced in
this field of study without offering a major theoretical or
empirical study dealing with the art of negotiation. They
write : "We hope to stimulate lawyers, law teachers and
law students' interest in the art of negotiation and we
look forward to the day when our understanding of the
negotiation process will be much more comprehensive
than it is today."
• A Modern Approach to Evidence, written by Prof.
Richard Lempert of the U-M Law School and Prof.
Stephen Saltzburg of the University of Virginia Law
School, represents a new approach to the teaching and
learning of evidence. The most striking feature of the
book is the almost total absence of cases. Instead one
finds problems, transcripts, and an extended textual
treatment of the basic rules of evidence . The strength of
this approach lies in the responsibility that it places on
students. They are expected to learn the basic principles
of both the common law of evidence and the Federal
Rules of Evidence from the text. Class time is reserved
for clarifying matters not fully understood, for testing
students on their ability to apply evidence rules in
specific factual situations, for exploring the subtle
nuances of the rules presented, and for discussing those
important ethical and policy questions that are
necessarily raised in any serious study of the rules of
evidence. Such wide-ranging class discussion is possible
because no time is wasted analyzing cases to extract
basic principles.
While the text necessarily tracks many of the standard
works on the law of evidence, there is also a good deal
that is original. The basic principle of relevance is presented first in a typical textual statement and then with
the aid of two mathematical models drawn from decision
theory. The rules regarding the offering and exclusion of
evidence, the competency of witnesses, and forms of
testimony are presented as annotations to an introduc-

text but more suitable to the traditional give-and-take of
the classroom.
An important goal of the book has been to minimize
student resistance to a subject which is not traditionally
a favorite on the law school curricufom. General comprehensibility, plus a few light touches-in the form of
an occasional cartoon or pun-have been used to achieve
that result .. Student reaction to the mimeographed form
of the materials was satisfying in this respect. Many commented that they knew they weren't going to like the_subject or learn very much about it-and had had to change
their minds.

Richard Lempert

tory chapter consisting almost entirely of a trial
transcript.
The second chapter of the book discusses methods of
generating evidence, such as interviews, investigation,
and discovery. This is a topic rarely covered in evidence
courses, but the authors believe that it is a fundamental
starting point for any discussion of how rules of evidence
relate to the quality of justice that the legal system
delivers. It also alerts students to important differences
between criminal and civil litigation that are rarely
reflected in the formal rules of evidence.
The hearsay chapter includes a spirited defense of the
hearsay rule, a position which puts the authors in a clear
minority among academics and judges who have written
on the subject. The authors follow this defense with two
articles suggesting that the hearsay rule be abolished or
substantially changed. Thus students are exposed to both
sides of an important contemporary debate.
Other chapters contain essays on the psychology of
eyewitness testimony, the history of the criminal jury,
the jurisprudence of the confrontation clause, and the art
of confrontation. Where the authors rely on the work of
others, they prefer to present complete articles or
lengthy extracts from articles rather than mere snippets.
• Basic Uniform Commercial Code Teaching Materials,
by U-M Prof. James. A. Martin and Prof. David G. Epstein of the University of Texas School of Law, was
deliberately designed to be brief, clear, and most important, self-teaching. Apart from the traditional cases,
notes, and law review quotations, the book contains extensive textual materials written by the editors, and
problems, some of which are answered in the text. The
purpose was to produce a book which will allow students
to grasp the basics of the subject on their own. The effect
is to free class time for a variety of purposes, ranging
from emphasis on particularly difficult materials [like
the interrelation of Article Nine of the UCC and the
Bankruptcy Act) to discussion of points suggested by the

• U-M law Professor James A. Martin's Conflicts of Law
and Other Interstate Problems, will be published in the
fall of 1977. The book devotes an appropriate amount of
emphasis to the traditional, territorial approach to conflicts questions, and considers the various new approaches in a manner suited to their content-that is, not
with the traditional division into sections on contracts,
torts, real property, etc., but a unified look at the purpose
and methods of the new approach.
The book also attempts to give particularly rigorous
scrutiny to the difficult areas of constitutional limitations on choice of law and on the jurisdiction of courts.
Other traditional topics, such as recognition of judgments and decrees and the Erie doctrine as a conflicts
problem, are also given extensive coverage. Finally, the
book looks more briefly at a series of problems usually
omitted from conflicts casebooks: among them the conflicts problems arising from the status of native
Americans, interstate compacts, interstate controversies
over mobile resources (such as water and moistureladen air) and interstate controversies over mobile
"negative resources" (such as polluted water and air).

James A. Martin
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